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ABSTRACT
Bridging the lexical gap between the user’s question and
the question-answer pairs in Q&A archives has been a ma-
jor challenge for Q&A retrieval. State-of-the-art approaches
address this issue by implicitly expanding the queries with
additional words using statistical translation models. In this
work we extend the lexical word based translation model
to incorporate semantic concepts. We explore strategies to
learn the translation probabilities between words and the
concepts using the Q&A archives and Wikipedia. Experi-
ments conducted on a large scale real data from Yahoo An-
swers! show that the proposed techniques are promising and
need further investigation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Retrieval
models, Query formulation

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have proposed the use of translation mod-

els [1, 2, 7] to address the lexical gap for the Q&A re-
trieval task. These models learn the translation probabilities
between words using parallel mono-lingual corpora created
from the Q&A pairs. While useful, effectiveness of these
models is highly dependant on the availability of quality
corpus [4]. Also these models only capture shallow seman-
tics between words via the co-occurrence statistics, while
some of the more explicit relationships between words and
entities is freely available externally. In this paper, we pro-
pose Entity based Translation Language Model (ETLM), to
accommodate this semantic information associated with en-
tities. In this work we extend lexical word based translation
model to allow for entity based query expansion. The guid-
ing hypothesis being, entity based representation [6] reduces
ambiguity of the users question and provides for a more se-
mantically accurate expansion if relationship between enti-
ties and words can be estimated reliably. We also explore
simple ways to estimate translation probabilities between
entities and words and report our findings on a large scale
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real data from Yahoo Answers comprising ∼5 million Q&A
pairs.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION & APPROACH
Let C = d1, d2, ..., dn denote the Q&A collection; di refers

to the i-th Q&A data consisting of a question qi and its an-
swer ai. Given the user question quser, the task of Q&A
retrieval is to rank di according to score(quser, di). Ap-
proach to compute this score in the ETLM framework is
outlined as follows. 1) Annotate references of Wikipedia
entities in Q&A archives. 2) Compute translation proba-
bilities between entities and words using Q&A pairs and
Wikipedia. 3) At runtime, annotate the user query (quser)
with Wikipedia entities to create q and then rank di using
score(q, di) calculated as per ETLM model described below.

ETLM Model: Let the annotated query q (and di) be
composed of sequence of token spans (Tq). Each token span
(tq) corresponds to sequence of contiguous words occurring
in the running text. These tq’s can correspond to entity
mentions, phrases or words. Let eq denote the tokens spans
that are annotated and neq that are not (Tq = eq

⋃
neq). For

example, in the query , What︸ ︷︷ ︸
neq

is︸︷︷︸
neq

a︸︷︷︸
neq

Quadratic Formula︸ ︷︷ ︸
eq

?,

token span Quadratic Formula is linked to Wikipedia entity
corresponding to Quadratic Equation1 while all other token
spans are marked as neq . For the sake of simplicity, in
this work we do not identify phrases i.e. neq is always of
unit word length. In the ETLM framework, the similarity
between a query q and a document d within a collection C
is given by the probability

score(q, d) ∼ P (q|d) =
∏
tq∈q

tq=eq
⋃

neq

P (tq|d) (1)

P (tq|d) = (1− λ)
∑
td∈d

T (tq|td)Pml(td|d)

+λPml(tq|C) (2)

T (tq|td) denotes the probability that a token span tq is the
translation of token span td. This induces the desired query
expansion effect. It is evident that if |eq| = 0 then ETLM
reduces to Translation Model [2]. The key task is to esti-
mate Pml(tq|C), T (tq|td) and Pml(td|d); tq ∈ eq

⋃
neq and

td ∈ ed
⋃
ned

Estimating from parallel corpus ETLMqa: Following
[7] we pool the question and answers to create the parallel
corpus. We constructed a parallel corpus C0 as (q1, a1), . . . ,
(qn, an)

⋃
(a1, q1), . . . , (an, qn) = C0. To handle entities e,

we introduce special id’s in the ne space so that T (tq|td) is

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quadratic equation
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learnt w/o any modification to the corresponding translation
algorithm. Remaining model components are calculated us-
ing Equation 3 and 4. Here d refers to question part of the
Q&A pair.

Pml(tq|C) =
tftq,C∑

t′∈C tft′,C
(3)

Pml(tq|d) =
tftq,d∑
t′∈d tft′,d

(4)

Estimating from Wikipedia ETLMwiki: Number of sym-
metric measures have been proposed to measure semantic
relationships between entities and words using Wikipedia.
For our problem we need an asymmetric measure. We use
co-citation information in Wikipedia to detect relatedness
between entities (T (e|e′)) and co-occurrence counts to esti-
mate T (ne|ne′) as follows:

T (e|e′) =
co(e, e′)∑

e′′ co(ne
′′, ne′)

(5)

T (ne|ne′) =
df(ne, ne′)∑

ne′′ df(ne′′, ne′)
(6)

T (ne|e) =
tfne,d(e)

|d(e)| (7)

T (e|ne) =
tfne,d(e)∑

e′∈E tfne,d(e′)
(8)

Here d(e) represents the page corresponding to entity e.
df(ne, ne′) is the number of Wikipedia page containing both
ne and ne′. tft,d(e) is the frequency of t in d(e); co(e, e′) indi-
cates number of entities in Wikipedia that have a hyperlink
to both e and e′ To make sure self translation probabil-
ity is not underestimated i.e. T (t|t) ≥ T (t′|t) always holds
true, we introduce new parameter γ in Equation 5 and 6 as
T (t|t′) = γ + (1 − γ)T (t|t′); γ = 0 when t 6= t′ and γ > 0.5
otherwise. Pml(tq|C) and Pml(tq|d) are estimated as per
Equation 3 and 4 respectively.
Wikipedia Entity Annotator (EA): We used Local+
Prior [3] configuration to annotate di ∈ C and quser. Pa-
rameter ρna ≥ 0 was the knob used to control the back-off
strategy for annotation. ρna was tuned over 83 Q&A pairs,
amounting to 412 human tagged annotations. ρna = 6.4
corresponding to Precision=0.91 Recall=0.54 was used for
evaluation presented in Section 3.

3. EVALUATION
We used a dataset consisting of ∼5 million questions and

corresponding best answers from Yahoo! Answers spanning
all the leaf level categories. In our retrieval experiments we
used 237 queries (average length=5.1 words).For each of the
queries, we pooled the top 25 Q&A pairs from retrieval re-
sults generated by varying the retrieval algorithms and the
search field. Relevance judgments were marked by the hu-
man annotators without disclosing the identity of method
used for retrieval. Semantic similarity of the question to
the user query was the only criteria used for marking rele-
vance of a Q&A pair. Over all we had collected more than
1950 relevance Q&A pairs corresponding to 237 queries. To
evaluate performance of our retrieval system we used stan-
dard IR metrics (MAP, MRR, R-Precision, Precision@5)
measured on recall base of 20. We evaluated four baseline
retrieval models VSM [8], OKAPI BM25 [5] TLM [2] and

Method MAP MRR R-Precision Precision@5

VSM 0.251 0.452 0.242 0.23

OKAPI BM25 0.352 0.551 0.32 0.29

TLM 0.381 0.571 0.371 0.322

TransLM 0.394 0.575 0.378 0.331

ETLMqa 0.418∗ 0.585 0.391∗ 0.357∗

ETLMwiki 0.441∗† 0.613∗† 0.417∗† 0.371∗†

Table 1: Comparisons with four baseline retrieval
models. ∗ and † indicate a statistically significant im-
provement over the TransLM and ETLMqa respec-
tively using paired t-test with p-value < 0.05.

TransLM(using answers) [7]. For our experiments we used
a set of 35 queries to select the model parameters: λ and γ.
Final values of ETLM parameters used in our experiments
were λ = 0.78 and γ = 0.62.
Result Analysis Performance of all the translation based
models is better than VSM and OKAPI thereby confirm-
ing the importance of addressing the lexical gap. Using
high confidence annotations for query expansion in ETLM,
leads to an improved performance as compared to the all
the four baseline methods that do not consider this signal.
This is validated by the fact that ETLMqa and ETLMwiki

can achieve statistically significant improvements in terms
of most of the measures. The reason for this improvement
is the context sensitive computation of T (t|t′) leading to
reduced spurious expansions and improved top expansions,
this is made possible because of entity disambiguation. This
computation in baseline is done on a word by word basis
without exploiting contextual information. ETLMqa per-
forms worse than ETLMwiki because of the sparsity of the
annotations (high value of ρna), that fail to capture rich
relationship made easily available in Wikipedia.
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